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Abstract
Computer simulations of many interesting physical phenomena require the numerical solution of systems of partial differential equations. This includes, for example, the modeling of the climate, the modeling of fluid flows around air planes or in the human body. One of the key elements of simulation technologies is the design and implementation of algorithms and software that are scalable for massively parallel computers. In this talk, we discuss some domain decomposition methods, which is a class of divide-and-conquer methods for solving mathematical problems defined on a physical domain for large-scale simulations on massively parallel, distributed memory computers. The focus is on several recently developed domain decomposition algorithms that exhibit linear, and sometimes super-linear, scalability for solving complex coupled multi-physics problems on machines with large number of processors.
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Four Important Concepts to Consider when Using Computing Clusters and Grids
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Abstract
In this talk we examine how high performance computing has changed over the last 10-year and look toward the future in terms of trends. These changes have had and will continue to have a major impact on our software. Some of the software and algorithm challenges have already been encountered, such as management of communication and memory hierarchies through a combination of compile--time and run--time techniques, but the increased scale of computation, depth of memory hierarchies, range of latencies, and increased run–time environment variability will make these problems much harder.

We will look at four areas of research that will have an importance impact in the development of software.

We will focus on following themes:
- Redesign of software to fit multicore architectures
- Automatically tuned application software
- Exploiting mixed precision for performance
- The importance of fault tolerance
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Petaflops Computing: Challenges and Opportunities
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Abstract
A few years ago, petaflops computing appears to be an unreachable dream. While this year in June, IBM introduced its Roadrunner, petaflops computing have become a reality. Today, China's petaflops computing construction has been put on the agenda. Shenzhen will be deployed petaflops computing environment in 2010.

Rapid urbanization and industrialization are two basic characterizations in China's development, which are also the opportunities for petaflops computing. The application of petaflops computing will accelerate the development of industry informatization, city digitization, urban management, information processing and sharing, environmental protection and resource utilization, and will make a great contribution to China's whole economic and social development.

However, petaflops computing also faces some fundamental challenges, such as the highly scalable parallel algorithm design, the efficient parallel programming model, many-core computing, and so on. To be brief, algorithms and applications will be the two key points which will decide that whether petaflops computing will be fully utilized.

Facing the challenges on digital city and industrial informatization, Institute of advanced computing and digital engineering(IACDE), Shenzhen institute of Advanced Technology will focus on high-performance computing, and strive for China 's petaflops computing development.
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Integrating Parallel and Distributed Computing Across Scientific and Web 2.0 Applications
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Abstract
Distributed computing is changing with grids, clouds and Web 2.0 data intensive computing. At the other end of the spectrum we find individual multicore chips that offer a "Grid on a Chip". We have a variety of runtimes including inter-service messaging, Hadoop, publish-subscribe, MPI and threading. These have different latencies, quality of service, flexibility and ease of use. We have programming models including service oriented architectures, workflow, mash-ups, MapReduce and various data-parallel paradigms. We compare these approaches on distributed and parallel systems for data analysis applications in bioinformatics and particle physics. We suggest that integration of these ideas and software environments from different sources will enable a new generation of high performance, user friendly fault tolerant programming environments.
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Network Computing: From Service Grid to Virtual Computing Environment
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Abstract

In the past years many network computing paradigms, such as Grid Computing, P2P Computing, Pervasive Computing, have emerged, promising to enable resource sharing and collaborating across multiple domains. As one of the most important solutions, Grid computing provides the ability to gain access to data, processing power, storage capacity and a vast array of other resources over the Internet. As a practice of Service Oriented Architecture in grid computing, Service Grid has been adopted both in business and academy, and widely used in e-Science communities such as High Energy Physics, Bioinformatics, Atmosphere Physics, etc. New internet based application patterns such as SaaS (Software as a Service), HaaS (Hardware as a Service) become the key driven power for the next generation of network computing. More flexible, transparent and trustworthy resource management mechanisms are required. Beihang University has been engaged in Grid computing and Virtual Computing Environment research for years. We have proposed a service grid suite named CROWN as well as a distributed Grid testbed covering 41 sites in China, UK, Australia and American. Based on this, we have been working on CIVIC, a hypervisor based virtual computing infrastructure, to improve resource utilization by providing an integrated operating platform for users and applications.
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Virtualization Technology for Computing System: Opportunities and Challenges
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Abstract

Virtualization technology has attracted much attention in recent years. In this talk, I will describe the vision and mission of the national fundamental research program for virtualization technology in China. Furthermore, related topics about single host virtualization, multiple VM management schemes and desktop virtualization will be introduced. I will first describe a remote memory virtualization scheme and a VCPU management scheme for efficient use of physical resource. Then I describe a novel live VM migration approach based on deterministic replay with execution trace. Multiple VM management schemes are also introduced for multi-VM virtualization. In desktop virtualization field, I will present the LVD, a system that combines the virtualization technology and inexpensive personal computers to realize a lightweight virtual desktop system. All of those schemes and systems are good practices of virtualization solution and they have become a strong foundation of our future work.
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Virtual Organizations By the Rules
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Abstract

Increasingly, collaborative activities in science are using the concept of virtual organization as an organizing principle. One benefit of viewing these collaborations from an organizational perspective is that there is a long history of studying how organizations can be structured to function effectively. Many of these organizational principles have been reflected in the design of enterprise architectures and the use of service oriented architecture concepts as an implementation vehicle for capturing these organizational constructs.

One approach to meeting organizational requirements in systems architecture has been to express organizational structure in terms of business roles, business processes and business rules. To date however, this type of analysis and associated infrastructure tools has not been applied in any consistent way to the concept of virtual organizations and their associated scientific applications. In my talk, I will explore these established approaches to business IT systems and their applicability to the virtual organizations that are being created to support scientific endeavors. As an example, I will describe how data management policies for virtual organization can be expressed as business rules, and implemented via existing business rules engines.
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From Conventional to Unconventional GRID Programming
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Abstract
Over the last ten years, Grid computing has seen tremendous developments of research in various areas such as grid middleware architectures, resource brokering and scheduling, knowledge and data management, trust and security to cite a few. Despite all these efforts to design effective and usable Grid infrastructures, there is still a concern about how we can program such infrastructures with a higher level of abstraction than actual programming models do. To some extent, programming grids nowadays is very similar with what computer programmers faced before programming languages came in the light. Taking into consideration the increasing complexity of existing Grid infrastructures, it is of prime importance to extend existing programming models and also to study novel approaches that can both hide the complexity of the underlying computing infrastructure and provide a certain level of abstraction to enhance Grid programmers productivity. This talk will give an overview of some of the efforts, that have been carried out within the European CoreGRID Network of Excellence, towards the definition of a component programming model and the use of the Chemical metaphor to express the coordination of computations.
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Scalable Computing in the Multicore Era
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Abstract
Multicore architecture has become the trend of high performance processors. While it is generally accepted that we have entered the multicore era, concerns exist on when or will moving into the manycore stage. Technology is available, but major vendors are hesitant in making processors that have a large number of cores, citing Amdahl's law and the memory-wall problem. This is a very interesting phenomenon, where history seems to repeat itself on the scalability debate of parallel processing that occurred 20 years ago. In this introductory keynote talk we first review the history and concepts of scalable computing, and review the current technologies and the memory-wall problem. We then introduce two performance models of multicore architecture from the scalable computing point of view. These two models show that multicores have a good scalability and add a new dimension of scalable computing. Finally, we conclude with proposed solutions to the memory-wall problem to make the potential scalability of multicore reachable in practice.
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Scaling Horizontally—The Distributed JVM Approach
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Abstract

Powering billions of devices and numbering millions of software developers worldwide, Java has been a dominant programming language everywhere. As computer prices drop and performance continues to increase, tens to even hundreds of low-cost commodity computers can be easily configured to form a cluster to obtain aggregate computing power larger than a million-dollar multi-CPU/core server. Scalable clustering solutions for Java applications in a cluster environment are thus very attractive and paramount.

In this talk, we will introduce a generic and easy-to-use application clustering approach coming out from the latest research in distributed Java virtual machines (DJVM). A DJVM system consists of a set of JVM instances spanning multiple cluster nodes, which work cooperatively to support parallel execution of a multithreaded Java program. The DJVM middleware abstracts away the low-level clustering decisions and hides the physical boundaries across the cluster nodes from the application layer. All available resources in the distributed environment, such as memory, I/O and network bandwidth can be shared among distributed threads for solving more challenging problems. As the design of DJVM adheres to the standard JVM specification, ideally all applications that follow the original Java multithreaded programming model on a single machine can now be executed in the cluster environment. This approach makes it possible for ordinary programmers to scale out their applications on a cluster environment and realize high-performance computing without the need to stick to the ponderous J2EE technology stack that usually requires explicit application code retrofit for efficient execution or to learn those complicated parallel languages. Thus developers can focus their efforts only on their business logics and software innovation. The talk reports our recent progress on the development of a DJVM, called JESSICA, and suggests future directions in this research.
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Emergent Properties in Net Computing
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Abstract

As any computer architecture textbook will tell us, traditional computing systems have a few fundamental properties, such as work set and locality. Furthermore, we went on to invented techniques such as TLB, virtual memory, and caching to utilize such properties, which significantly improved performance. The Vega Grid research team at Institute of Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, has been studying for several years and trying to identify similar properties for distributed and decentralized computing systems (i.e., net computing systems).

An important difference is that performance of a net computing system involves many parties, which may be autonomous, especially in decentralized systems. A consequence is that emergent properties are of much importance. We are interested in three questions: (1) Do such emergent properties exist in net computing systems, and if so, how to characterize them? (2) Can such properties be utilized to improve the performance and lower the cost of a net computing system? (3) If a net computing system does not exhibit nice emergent properties at the beginning, can we redesign the mechanisms of the system to attain such properties, similar to mechanism design in economics?

We show that the answers to the above three questions are all affirmative. Three emergent properties are identified and characterized for two net computing systems, called request locality, job success rate, and fair resource utilization. We also present techniques to utilize or attain such properties, which can be used to design better net computing systems.
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Research issues and Challenges to Advance System Software for Multicore Processors and Data-intensive Applications
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Abstract

Compared with rapid technology advancements in multicore processors and rapid changes from computing-intensive to highly data-intensive applications, operating systems have been evolved very slowly for several decades. Application users are facing to two major challenges in today's computing environment. On the top level of the system hierarchy, private and shared caches are equipped for many cores to access concurrently, inevitably causing access conflicts to degrade execution performance. On the bottom level, the performance bottleneck of "memory wall" has been shifted to "disk wall" that is a serious bottleneck for many data-intensive applications. Since processor caches and disk storage are not in the major scope of operating system management, and their increasingly complex operations are not transparent to application users, the above mentioned performance issues have not been effectively addressed at any level of computer systems.

We have made a continuous effort to enhance operating systems with two objectives: (1) to well utilize rich but complex resources of multicore processors and (2) to access disk data as fast as possible. At the multicore processor level, we are developing new resource allocation management to improve the effective caching capacity per core and/or per thread, and to minimize congestion in off-chip memory accesses by coordinating memory bandwidth sharing. At the storage level, we enable operating systems to effectively exploit "sequential locality" --- for the same amount of data, sequential accesses are several orders of magnitude faster than random accesses in disks. In this talk, related research issues and challenges will be overviewed, and preliminary results will be presented.
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